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In a typical year, SECMI A will...

• Conduct 550 Port State Control Exams
• Inspect 150 US-flagged Vessels
• Examine 1,100 Containers and
• Conduct 275 Facility Safety and Security Inspections
Communicable Disease Response
(Report of ill person prior to vessel arrival)

• Vessel submits Notice of Arrival (NOA) - reports illness
• Notification to CDC, CBP and Port
• Begin to establish Unified Command Structure
• Discuss vessel movement control options:
  • anchorage
  • lay berth in designated port quarantine area
Ill Passenger/Crew Onboard Moored Vessel

• CG personnel depart vessel; notify SECMIA Command; maintain control of access to vessel
• SECMIA notifies CDC/CBP/Port
• CDC may request CG assistance with isolation/quarantine; order vessel to suspend ops/restrict movement/prohibit embarking and disembarking of passengers and crew
• Notify Facility
• Establish Unified Command Structure
Sector Communicable Disease Preparations

- General awareness training for all CG personnel.
- Identified appropriate PPE for response in marine environment.
- Summary of lessons learned from previous communicable disease responses.
- Tabletop exercise with CDC, pilots, port partners, and other stakeholders.
- CG personnel constantly monitoring vessel arrivals, last ports of call, and nationalities of crew members.
- Continuous liaising with CDC